Bunny Bow Headband

You Will Need:
5/8” Yard of Fabric for Bunny Bow and to wrap the headband
½ Yard of Heat N Bond Lite
A Thin Metal Headband

40” ,of 22”gauge wire
Hot Glue Gun
Permanent Fabric Glue (we like Aleene's)
Magic Spray Sizing
Hemostats (or small pliers will work if you don't have Hemostats)
Basic sewing supplies like scissors, thread to match your fabric, sewing machine,
Ect.

Instructions:
Before you start cutting anything out, we recommended spraying your fabric with
Magic Spray sizing and pressing it. The magic spray sizing adds a little bit of
crispness and body to your fabric and makes it a little easier to work with.
Fold your 5/8” piece of fabric corner to corner to create a bias edge. Depending
on the width of your ruler, fold in the sides once or even twice. You are only
folding the corners in so that the bias edge fits the width of your ruler for cutting.

1. Trim the bottom off of your bias edge, and than cut (1) 5/8” bias strip. This
strip we be used to wrap around the headband.

2. Print page 1 & 2 of the ear bow pattern, tape together as shown below than
cut it out on the solid line.

3. Using the fabric piece you previously cut your bias strip from, now fold
the fabric in half , selvage edges together and wrong side of the fabric
together. Pin the pattern in place and trace it onto the right side of the
fabric.

4. Pin both sides of the fabric together and cut your ear bow out exactly on
the line you traced, you will be cutting both sides of the fabric (2 pieces)
together as one.

5. Using the same paper ear bow pattern, trace exactly as before onto your
piece of Heat N Bond on the paper side. Using a ruler mark 3/8” inside the
solid line all the way around. We marked this as a dashed line, it should
look just like the picture below when you finish.

You are making a Heat N Bond strip that you will soon adhere to the inside edge
of your ear bow. This strip is very important because it will stop the outside edge
of your ear bow from fraying like crazy later when you tie it to the headband. It
will still fray a teeny bit, but trust us the difference in the amount of fraying when
the Heat N Bond piece is applied is night and day. If you do not take this extra
step the results will look very messy and very different from ours.
6. Cut out the Heat N Bond ear pattern exactly on the solid outside line, than
also cut along the dashed inside line. This will make a 3/8” strip in the
correct shape as shown in the pictures below.

7. Remove all of the pins holding the 2 ear bow fabric pieces together, take 1
of them and adhere the Heat N Bond piece to the edge of the wrong side of
the fabric. Use a hot iron and press as you go to adhere. Make sure the
strip lines up to the edge of your fabric. On one side of the ears in the
middle you will trim out about 1/4” of the Heat N Bond .This will be marked
later and be the opening where the wire goes in and out.

8. Peel off the paper part of the Heat N Bond strip(leaving only adhesive),line
up both Ear pieces wrong sides together and press with the iron to adhere
together as 1 piece. After they are set, you can trim any edges a little that
do not line up perfectly.

9. Make a small mark on the right side of the fabric middle edge that lines up
with the Heat N Bond opening you created earlier. Mark where it starts and
begins so you can see for stitching.

10.
Using a matching thread in your machine, stitch a generous 1/4”
inside from the edge of your ear bow, starting at the back of your mark and
ending at the beginning of it. Be sure to back stitch at the start and the
end. You should only have an opening between your marks once you have
stitched all the way around.
TIP* Use your needle down feature as you stitch and it will help keep to
keep the ear bow perfectly lined up when you need to stop and move it to
stitch around the curves.

11. Stitch a 2nd line a hefty 3/8” inside of the first stitch line, starting in the
middle of both markings for the opening and continuing all the way to
where you started. This stitching will close in the channel in which you will
slide your wire later, and will not need an opening like the first line. The
stitch lines should look like the close up picture below.

12.
Using a pair of hemostats or small pliers, bend the beginning edge of
the wire in about 1/4”, you want it to look like ours in the picture below(this
is so it does not catch on the fabric as your are guiding it inside the
channel). Now start feeding the turned edge of wire (the other edge of wire
should still be intact to how the package came, you will not cut the other
end until it is all fed into the bow) into the opening in your channel you
created with the stitching.

Continue to feed the wire through the entire channel, you will have to play with it
a little to get around the curves.

The wire will go all the way through and come out the opening again, you will
want it to hang out a few inches. Slide the fabric around to smooth out all of the
gathers created while guiding it.
13.

Wrap the wire end around the wire beginning several times and crimp
the ends together with the hemostats or pliers. Cut it with about 1/8”
hanging out. Turn this small end back on itself and slide it into the opening
carefully tucking as best you can to hide it.

14.
After the wire is all tucked inside, give the ears an good press to
make sure everything is flat. You may also want to trim carefully around the
outer edge again to remove any excess fraying.

15.

Take the 5/8” bias strip you cut earlier and using your hot iron, press
in a hefty 1/8” on one side only all the way down the entire strip. If you
spray it with the magic sizing it will stay put better.

16. Cut (2) 2” long pieces off of your 5/8” pressed bias strip, than trim the
width down to the same as your headband on these 2 pieces only (make
sure to trim away from the non-folded side). As shown in the pictures
below, you will adhere these pieces using your hot glue gun, folded onto
both ends of the headband to give it a nice and soft finish.

17.
Now take the rest of your long 5/8” bias strip and start wrapping and
using the hot glue gun to adhere it to the headband. When you start, make
sure that the folded and ironed edge is facing towards the bottom of the
headband and the wrong side of the fabric is being wrapped onto the
headband. You will need a little more glue at the spot where it is first
attached. You will want to overlap the strip about 1/8” on top of itself as
you go and add more glue about every 3rd wrap.

Continue wrapping and gluing until you have covered the entire headband. Use a
little extra glue to adhere the end securely and trim off any extra fabric strip.

18.

Use a measuring tape or even just guesstimate about 5.5” up the side
from one of the ends and mark. This will be the placement for you ears.

19.

Tie your ear piece in a loose knot.

Slide the loose knotted bow onto the headband just shy of your mark. Apply glue
from the glue gun on your mark and also directly below it on the inside of the
headband. Now and slide the ear bow into place and tighten quickly.

Play with the positioning of your bow to get it to look just as you like and TA DA,
you are finished.

This is a Free Pattern compliments of Piper's Girls please tag us on social media
#pipersgirls @pipersgirls, we love to see yours! www.pipersgirls.com

